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Urban Dictionary: Rounds
Parameters ¶. val. The value to round. precision. The optional
number of decimal digits to round to. If the precision is
positive, the rounding will occur after the.
byqesolixy.tk — pandas documentation
round definition: 1. in a circular direction or position;
around: 2. in every part of a place, or in various parts of a
place: 3. on all or some sides of something.
round - Documentation - Twig - The flexible, fast, and secure
PHP template engine
Definition of round (Entry 2 of 6) These example sentences are
selected automatically from various online news sources to
reflect current usage of the word 'round.' Views expressed in
the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster
or its editors.
byqesolixy.tk — pandas documentation
round definition: 1. in a circular direction or position;
around: 2. in every part of a place, or in various parts of a
place: 3. on all or some sides of something.

MySQL ROUND() Function
The byqesolixy.tk() function returns the value of a number
rounded to the nearest integer.
byqesolixy.tk() - JavaScript | MDN
Y = round(X) rounds each element of X to the nearest integer.
In the case of a tie , where an element has a fractional part
of exactly , the round function.
round | Definition of round in English by Lexico Dictionaries
Description: Rounds a number to the nearest integer. If the
fractional part is exactly , rounding is upward for positive
numbers and downward for negative .
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It can round to Round right or left of the decimal point. For
example, while INT
Theresultis1ifsuchRoundnumberexistsand0ifnosuchnumberexists.
However, determining a limit for a given precision on how
accurate results need to be computed, before a correctly
rounded Round can be guaranteed, may demand a lot of
computation time. If Round rounding method was ever a standard
in banking, the evidence has proved extremely difficult to.
Excel ODD Function.
NotetheINTfunctionroundsdown,sonegativenumbersbecomemorenegative.
1 round examples. Formats a number to the specified number of
significant figures.
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